Instructions

USE POINTS FOR ATTENTION

1. Please read this User’s Guide thoroughly before using this stroller.
2. Please assemble and use the trolley according to the Guide.
3. Please keep the interior packaging film out of children to prevent infants from suffocating.
4. Please check whether the front and back wheels are inflated before using the stroller. Do not use it when the tires are flat.
5. Safety straps should be used when carrying a child.
6. Do not leave the infant when he/she is in the stroller.
7. Do not lift up the stroller when an infant is in the stroller.
8. Prevent infants from standing on the seat.
9. Do not allow two or more children to take the same stroller.
10. Brake the wheels when not in use.
11. Do not adjust backboard when an infant is in the stroller.
12. Do not fold stroller till when an infant is in the stroller.
13. Keep children away from climbing the stroller.
14. Do not carry children, goods or accessories in the stroller unless specified in this Guide.
15. Do not hang or place anything on the handle or the canopy to prevent them from hurting infants in case of accidents.
16. Do not use the stroller in the event of damage or a malfunction.
17. When your stroller couldn’t be opened or folded properly, please review the Guide. No other attempts should be tried.
18. Do not put hot liquid on the storage tray to prevent infants from being hurt in the event that hot water spills.
19. Do not place goods weighing more than 2.5Kg on the storage tray.
20. Do not carry goods weighing more than 4.5Kg in the mesh storage compartment. Bags on the two sides of the compartment are capable of loading goods adding up to no more than 2Kg.
21. The stroller is fit for children under 96cm high and weighing no more than 18Kg.
22. Do not use the stroller on difficult terrain or dangerous places near burners or else.
23. Do not use or store the stroller for a long period of time in a humid, cold or hot place.
I. Open And Installment Instructions:

1. Open the body of the barrow
   - Lift the handle upwards, and meanwhile let the front foot move forwards, till make the joint send out a “Ka” noise, and confirm the joint of handle is locked firmly.(Fig.1A,1B)
   - Warning: Don’t open the safety lock while the stroller is opened.

2. Parts assembly
   - The front wheel assembly put into the front pipe and check whether the clip is erected in the ring groove on the front pipe.(Fig.2)
   - Put the back foot upwards, assemble the rear wheel parts into the fixed bolt until the fixed bolt springs out with both hands.(Fig.3)
   - Push the front food plate to the front foot until it is fixed according to the direction, and then press the fixed part.(Fig.4)
   - Push the drink plate to the handspike until it is fixed and lock the fixed bolt into drink plate hole.(Fig.5)

3. Backrest adjustment
   - Pull the adjustment pole until it is open, adjust the backrest up or down until it is proper position and then relax the adjustment handle (3 gears altogether).(Fig.7)

4. Adjust the rear wheel brake
   - Step on the brake handle and make it in braking state, raise the brake handle and make it in driving state.(Fig.8)

5. The adjustment of safety belt
   - Lock two safety buttons firmly.(Fig.9A)
   - Press the safety button lightly up and down them can open safety button.(Fig.9B)

6. The shading awning
   - Pull the forward position of the shading awning forwards or backward and open or pack up the shading awning.(Fig.10)

II. Use Instructions:

1. Direction adjustment of the front-wheel drive
   - Press the directional adjustment handle and make it drive straight, raise the directional adjustment handle and make the front-wheel drive and run freely.(Fig.6)

III. The Folding Instructions:

1. Dial the safety switch off according to the direction, turn the handle off according to the indication. (Fig.11)

2. Fasten the handle down and fold the cart in closing state, lock the lock hook.(Fig.12, Fig.13)
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